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　　Abstract　　The classical condensation model of water vapor i s coupled wi th the Euler equat ions to calculate t ransonic f low s of moist

air w ith non-equilibrium condensat ion.By means of this model , numerical computations are implemented to investigate the aerodynamic

characterist ics of an NACA 0012 ai rfoil in transonic f low s of moist air at various angles of at tack and relative humidit ies , and the resul ts are
compared w ith those in dry air flow s.For dif ferent angles of at tack considered at 50% relative humidity , the lift decreases 30%—40%.

The pressure drag increases w hen the angle of attack is smaller than 1.4°and decreases w hen higher than 1.4°.At zero angle of at tack ,
w ith the relat ive humidity rising f rom zero to 90%, the pressure drag increases exponentially.At 90% relative humidity , the pressu re

d rag increases 160%, and self-oscillation takes place periodically and alternately over the upper and lower surfaces of the airfoil.The osci l-

lation is caused by the interactions of local supersonic f low and heat release in the condensation process.
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　　The transonic f low of atmospheric moist ai r

around airfoils is a fundamental problem of scientific

interest.It also has important technological applica-
tions in the design of airplanes , helicopters , shock
tubes , and w ind tunnels.Once the condensation of

the water vapor takes place in moist ai r , latent heat is
released and added to the surrounding air.The ther-
modynamic properties and flow pat tern of moist ai r

are thus significant ly affected.As a result , changes in
the aerodynamic perfo rmance of ai rfoils can be found.

In transonic flow s of moist ai r around airfoils ,
due to the rapid expansion of w ater vapor , the con-
densation presents itself as a non-equilibrium process.
The vapor component supersaturates af ter passing the

saturate line , and expands according to the properties

of superheated vapo r.Consequently , the thermody-
namic non-equilibrium process is developed , which
can be denoted by supercooling ΔT .When ΔT rises

to some determinate value (known as the Wilson

point), condensation takes place in the local super-
sonic region over airfoils.Investig ations are focused

on the condensation onset on the airfoil surface , the
changes of drag and lif t coeff icients , and the behavio r

of w ater droplets af ter condensation.

The condensation phenomena in t ransonic flows

of moist air might be firstly repo rted by Schmidt[ 1] .

Many details of humidity ef fects on aerodynamic

characteristics of an NASA supercritical airplane mod-
el were invest ig ated by Jordan

[ 2]
.Appropriate nu-

merical results fo r condensing t ransonic f low s over

ai rfoils were published by Robinson et al.
[ 3]

Schnerr

et al.
[ 4]

conducted numerical simulations of transonic

f low s of moist ai r based on the Euler equations w ith a

heat source term caused by condensation and related

to the condensate mass fraction.A small-disturbance
model for steady t ransonic flow of moist air wi th non-
equilbrium condensation w as developed by Rusak et

al.[ 5]

In this paper , a new numerical model is devel-
oped for t ransonic flow s of moist air with non-equilib-
rium condensat ion.With this model , numerical in-
vest ig ations are implemented to investigate the effects

of condensation process on the aerodynamic perfor-
mance of an NACA 0012 airfoil at v arious angles of

attack and relative humidi ties.

1　Mathematical model

The condensing flow of moist ai r can be t reated

as a two-phase system:the gaseous phase consists of

dry air and water vapo r , namely the moist air , and
the liquid phase is the collection of all the condensate

w ater droplets dispersed in the moist air.Fo r the ho-
mogeneous condensation in t ransonic flow s of moist



air , the diameter of w ater droplets is smaller than

1μm .So it is reasonable to neglect the veloci ty slip

between the w ater droplets and the moist air , and a

Eulerian/Eulerian model can be established.The con-
servation equations of mass , momentum , and energy

for the moist air are

 ρav
 t
+ ·(ρav U)=-ρm

·
, (1)

 (ρavU)
 t + ·(ρavUU)=- p -ρm

·
U , (2)

 ρavEav

 t
+ ·(EavU)

　　=- · pU -ρm· (h t -h fg), (3)

where ρav is the density of the moist air , ρis the den-
sity of the mix ture of moist air and droplets , U is the

veloci ty vecto r , p is the static pressure , E av is the to-
tal energy of the moist air , h t is the total enthalpy of

the moist ai r , and h fg is the latent heat.The source

terms -ρm
·
, -ρm

·
U and -ρm

·
(h t-h fg)are in-

troduced to count the interactions between the

gaseous and liquid phases.Here m
·
is the condensate

mass rate , and it is expressed as
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where J is the nucleation rate , d r/dt is the droplet

g row th rate.They are determined by the classical

condensation theory slightly revised by Kantrow itz

and Young[ 7]
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in which ωand νare tw o correction coefficients , qc is
the condensation coef ficient , σis the surface tension

of w ater , mm is the mass of w ater molecule , ρl is the
densi ty of w ater , r c is the critical nucleation radius ,
k is the heat t ransfer coefficient , T is the tempera-
ture , and K n is the Boltzmann constant.

In addition , the status equation of moist air is

used to make the Euler equation set enclosure.
p =ρavRT . (7)

As noted previously , the velocity slip betw een

the gaseous and liquid phases is neglected , so only ad-
di tional equations to describe the quantity and size of

droplets are needed fo r the liquid phase.Let N de-
note the number of w ater droplets , r the radius , and
Y the condensate mass f ract ion.The conservation

law yields

 (ρN)
 t

+ ·(ρNU)=ρavJ , (8)

 (ρY)
 t

+ ·(ρYU)=ρm
·
. (9)

After N and Y are solved the radius r can be deter-
mined by the follow ing formula

r =
3

3Y /(4πρlN). (10)

In the moist ai r f low , w ith the continuous water

vapor condensation the humidi ty decreases , leading to

low er partial pressure of water v apor pv.In order to

determine pv , the distribution of humidity d needs to

be resolved.Let D =d/(1 +d), we can get ρv =
ρavD f rom the definition of humidi ty , where ρv is the
density of w ater vapo r.Based on the conservat ion

law , the governing equation of humidity can be de-
duced:

 ρavD
 t + ·(ρavDU)=-ρm

·
. (11)

Now , the transonic flow of moist air w ith non-e-
quilibrium condensation can be solved w ith Eqs.
(1)—(3)and(7)—(11).The fini te volume method
and explicit time-marching technique are used.The
second-order upw ind scheme is adopted in the spat ial

discretization.Fo r steady f low the temporal first-or-
der scheme is used and for the t ime dependent prob-
lem , the dual time step method is used.The unstruc-
tured t riangular mesh is employed.The computations
are carried out in a circular zone w ith a diameter of 10

t imes of the airfoil chord c.The total number of con-
t rol volumes is about 75000.

In all calculations , only the ef fects of angle of at-
tack and relative humidity are investig ated.The fol-
low ing parameters are kept unchanged:c =0.1 m ,
p∞=65600 Pa , T ∞=259 K , and M ∞=0.8.

2　Analysis of the numerical method and re-
sults

2.1　Validation of the model

The transonic f low of moist air around the

NACA 0012 airfoil at α=0°and  ∞=50%was cal-
culated and compared with the available data in li tera-
ture to verify the model.Fig .1 shows the dist ribu-
tions of pressure coefficient CP on the airfoil surface.
Both the present results and those given by Schnerr et

al[ 4] .indicate that the heat release during condensa-
tion process leads to higher stat ic pressure on the air-
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foil surface in front of the shock.Therefore , the

shock shif ts upstream and i ts st reng th are weakened

signif icantly.It can be also no ticed that there exists

difference betw een the present results and those pro-
posed by Schnerr et al.for the onset of surface pres-
sure(thereby the onset of condensation)in the flow

of moist ai r.This should be att ributed to the differ-
ence of condensation models adopted by Schnerr et al.
and by the present authors.Up to now some mecha-
nisms of condensation have not been clearly under-
stood , so dif ferent condensation models may yield re-
sults w ith some difference.

Fig.1.　Dist ribut ion of pressure coeff icient at zero angle of at tack.

2.2　Effects of ang le of attack α

The effects of ang le of at tack were investigated

for the t ransonic f low s of moist air around the NACA

0012 airfoil.The relative humidity w as kept as  ∞=
50% and the angle of at tack αincreased from zero to

4°.The lift coef ficient CL and drag coefficient CD are

show n in Fig.2.For both flow s in dry air and moist

air , CL equals zero at α=0°, as the theory predicts.
However , it is no t t rue that CL alw ays equals zero fo r

flow s of moist air at zero angle of attack , and such a

case w ill be discussed in Section 2.4.As shown in

Fig.2 , CL rises almost linearly w hen αincreases.
Compared with that in dry air f low s , CL in moist ai r

flow s decreases 30%—40%.The drag coefficient CD

rises when αincreases.In the range of α<1.4°, CD

in moist air f low s is larger than that in dry ai r f low s;
when α>1.4°the situation reverses.At α=4°, CD

in moist air f low decreases about 27% compared with

that in dry air f low .

Fig .3 gives the mach number contours w hich

show the mechanisms leading to the changes of CL

Fig.2.　Lif t and drag coef ficients.(a)Li ft coeff icient;(b)drag

coef ficient.

and CD.The mach number in front of the shock in

moist air f low at α=0°is smaller than that in dry air

f low , and this pattern reverses behind the shock.
From the compressible dynamics , it can be known

that the surface pressures on tw o sides of the shock

fo r moist air flow and dry air flow have inverted rela-
tionship compared w ith the mach number.The

changes of the static pressure on the surface of the

ai rfoil lead to larger CD in moist air f low than that in

dry air flow at zero angle of attack.At α>0°, the lift
is generated.The area-averaged pressure on the upper

surface of the airfoil in moist air f low is larger than

that in dry air flow .The area-averaged pressures on

the low er surface in dry and moist air flows are close

due to the slight effects of the condensation near the

low er surface.As a result , the lift in moist air f low is

smaller than that in dry air f low .The variation of

pressure drag stems from a similar mechanism and

w ill be omit ted here.In addition , it can be seen that

the shock is significantly weakened and shif ts up-
st ream in the moist air f low s due to the heat release in

the condensation process.

2.3　Effects of relative humidity  ∞

The transonic f low s of moist air at  ∞=30%,
50%, 70%, and 90%were calculated and compared

w ith the dry air flow at zero angle of at tack.The
pressure coefficients on the surface are plotted in Fig.4.
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Fig.3.　Contours of mach number (ΔM=0.05),  ∞=50%.(a)α=0°;(b)α=2°;(c)α=4°.——— , moist air f low , ----, dry air

f low.

It can be seen that with the increasing of  ∞ , it s ef-
fects on CP increase.Moreover , the self-oscillat ion in

the transonic flow of moist ai r is observed when  ∞
rises up to 90%.The range of CP in the oscillating

flow is marked in Fig .4.The variation of ΔCD(de-
f ined as(CD , f>0 -CD , f=0)/ CD , f=0)relative to  ∞
in moist air flows is showed in Fig.5.At  ∞ =
70%, ΔCD is nearly 90%, and at  ∞=90%, ΔCD is

160%.It can be seen that ΔCD increases exponen-
tially w hen  ∞ rises for this NACA 0012 airfoil.
Schnerr et al.[ 4] conducted invest ig ation for one cir-
cular airfoil and concluded that the pressure drag de-
creases w hen the relative humidi ty increases.There-
fore , i t is clear that the variation of pressure drag in

transonic flow s of moist air is determined by bo th the

changes of surface pressure due to the heat release in

the condensat ion process and the characteristics of the

g iven airfoil prof ile.Compared to that in dry ai r

flow s , the pressure drag in t ransonic flow s of moist

air may increase or decrease for various airfoils.

Fig.4.　Pressu re coef ficient at zero angle of at tack.

Fig.5.　Increase of CD at zero angle of at tack.

2.4　The self-oscillation in moist air flow

The self-oscillation is observed in the transonic

f low of moist air at α=0°and  ∞=90%.Fig.6
show s the t ime history of CL and CD .The frequency
f is 1592 Hz.It can be seen that the lif t coefficient

CL fluctuates though its time-averaged value is zero.
The drag coef ficient CD also fluctuates but the ampli-
tude is small due to the small horizontal component of

the oscillating pressure on the thin profile of the air-
foil.The time history of pressure coefficients on the

position x/c =0.5 for the upper and low er surface

are also plo tted respectively in Fig.6.It can be seen

that the pressure fluctuates on both the upper and

low er surface.The ampli tudes are the same but the

phase angles are reversed.Fig.7 show s the time his-
to ry of mach number contours.It can be seen that the

f low s near the upper and low er surface oscillate peri-
odically and alternately .

In supersonic flow when the latent heat release is

much g reater than the critical heat addition (which
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w ill reduce the mach number of supersonic flow to

1), the self-oscillation may take place.The mecha-
nism has been studied by Skillings et al.

[ 7]
and can be

briefly concluded as:the heat release reverts the su-
personic flow to a subsonic condition , thus the con-
densation is weakened and the heat release decreases.
As a result , the subsonic flow accelerates to supersonic

flow once again , and a new cycle of oscillation starts.

This calculation indicates that the self-oscillation
may take place in transonic f low of moist air around

airfoils when the relative humidi ty is high enough.
Fig.6.　Characteri stics of self-oscillation in moist air flow w ith

condensat ion.Insert is the p ressure coef ficients on the w alls.

Fig.7.　Time history of mach number contours in moist air flow wi th condensat ion.T is the period of the self osci llation.

3　Conclusions

A new model for transonic f low s of moist ai r

w ith non-equilibrium condensat ion is developed.With

this model , the aerodynamic performance of a NACA
0012 airfoil in transonic f low s of moist air at various

ang les of at tack and relative humidities is investigated

and compared w ith that in the dry ai r f low s.In the

conditions considered the lift decreases signif icantly

and the drag may increase o r decrease.The changes

of the lift and drag are determined by both the varia-
tion of static pressure on the airfoil surface due to the

heat release in condensation , and the characteristics

of the ai rfoil.The self-oscillation in transonic flow of

moist air is also observed at zero angle of attack and

90% relative humidity .The symmetrical f low pattern

regarding to the chord is broken and the fluctuations

are found periodically and alternately over the upper

and low er surfaces of the airfoil.The f low unsteadi-
ness is due to the interactions between the local supersonic
flow and the heat release in the condensation process.
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